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ABSTRACT 

 

Name : Raodhatul Jannah 

Reg. Number : 20400113120 

Department/faculty : English Education/ Tarbiyah and Teaching Science  

Title : “The Use of Affixations in Sentence Contexts to Improve the 

Vocabulary Mastery of the Second Years Students of MTsN 

Pangkep” 

Consultant I :   Dr. H. Wahyuddin Naro, M. Hum. 
Consultant II :  Nur Aliyah Nur, S.Pd.I., M.Pd. 

The objectives of this research are to know whether the use of affixations in sentence 

contexts is effective to improve the vocabulary mastery and to find out the extent to which 

the use of affixations in sentence contexts is effective to improve the vocabulary of the 

second year students of MTsN Pangkep. 

This research employed a quasi-experimental method consisted of two groups pre-

test and post-test design. There were two variables of this research; the independent variable 

and the dependent variable. The independent variable was affixation in sentence contexts, 

and the dependent variable was the students’ vocabulary. The population of this research was 

the second year students of MTsN Pangkep in academic year 2016/2017 which consisted of 

195 students. The sample of the research consisted of 39 students which were taken by using 

purposive sampling technique. There were 18 students from VIIIG as the experimental class 

and 21 students from VIIIH as the control class. The instrument of the research was an 
objective test of vocabulary pertaining to noun formations in sentence contexts. Instrument 
test was used in pre-test and post-test.  

The result of the data indicated that there was a significant difference between 

students’ post-test in experimental class and control class. The mean score of post test  

(55,56) in experimental class. It was classified as fair and the mean score of post-test (40,00) 

in control class. It was classified as poor. The table distribution the value of t-test and t-table 

in post test showed coloumn equal variances assumed and line of Levene’s test for equality 

variances. It was obtained f=0,839 with its sig.rate or p-value = 0,366  0,05 which means 

that the variant of population to both of group was similar or homogeneous. It was provided 

homogeneous, so it opted for coloumn equal vaiances assumed and t-test for equality means. 

It was shown the rate of t = 3,24, df = 34, and sig. (2 tailed) or p-value = 0,02  0,05 or H0 

was rejected. Therefore, the provided hypothesis by data was literally tested. So, the 

researcher concluded teaching vocabulary through affixation in sentence contexts is effective 

to improve the students’ vocabulary mastery. Teaching vocabulary through this method can 

build up the students vocabulary in three aspects, those are word meaning, word forms, and 

word use/function and also in teaching vocabulary, affixation in sentence contexts is one of 

the alternative strategy which can help the teacher in teaching and learning process. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with background, research problem, research objectives, research 

significance, research scope, and operational definition of terms. 

A. Background 

English is taught from the elementary school to the university. The main purpose 

of the subject is to make students able to communicate and express their ideas in 

English and to have comprehension in reading English textbook and write 

information in English.  

Reading, speaking, writing and listening are the four skills which must be taught 

in foreign language classes and the four of aspects of foreign language, vocabulary is 

considered as the most significant factor. As Curtis and Longo (2001:2) providing 

vocabulary instruction is one of the most significant ways in which teachers can 

improve students’ reading listening comprehension. Also Wilkins (1987) states that 

language learners would accept that vocabulary would be initially less important than 

grammar while without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary 

nothing can be conveyed. 

What to read, what to speak, what to write, and what to listen are words, and all 

words of language are termed as vocabulary. Grammar, in the other hand, is also 

important particularly in writing and reading. In speaking and listening, however, 

where people usually speak as well as listen to single words, grammar does not play 
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any role, but vocabulary does. Therefore, language learners always have to improve 

their mastery on vocabulary to achieve the four language skills.p 

Learning vocabulary does not mean merely learning of a word or words. 

Particularly for learners of English, learning vocabulary should be directed to the 

learning of such things (in addition to the learning of meaning) as word forms, word 

use, and word grammar. 

One way of learning to improve the vocabulary mastery, particularly the word’s 

meaning, is by learning through affixation. It is a way of building up words through a 

morphological process whereby grammatical or lexical information is added to a 

stem. In practice, affixation is the act of affixing (either prefixing or suffixing) a 

bound morpheme to a root word or a stem to derive a new word. 

Affixation seems to be potential for improving a large amount of vocabulary. 

The great advantage is that each affix (a prefix or suffix) expresses a recognizable 

meaning, so it is usually easy to work out the meaning of a word built in this way. It 

is to say that once the root word is known, all of the beginnings or endings which are 

relevant can be added to modify the word’s meaning, and if necessary to change it 

from one part of speech to another. 

Building up the vocabulary command through affixation can be done either in 

individual words or in sentence contexts. One root word may take different more 

than one affix. Let’s take the root ready, which can take either –lyor –ness 

(readiness). In individual-word affixation, the affixation is formed by directly and 

merely attaching a prefix or a suffix to a root word/stem without thinking of the 
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reason why the suffix, i.e. –ly in readily is used, not the suffix –ness to derive 

readiness. In sentence contexts, by contrast, the reason of using a particular affix is 

clear. The suffix, for example, -ly is used because the sentence context requires the 

change from the adjective ready to an adverb readily; or it requires the change from 

the adjective ready to a noun readiness. So, affixation in individual words may build 

up our vocabulary in meaning only, but it may loss us the word use, while affixation 

in sentence contexts may build up our vocabulary in the three aspects to learn: word 

meaning, word forms, and word use/function. 

Not all words can be affixed (prefixed or suffixed), but in fact, a great number of 

words may take affixation to change not only their meanings but also their forms and 

functions. So, hopefully, affixation is assumed to be effective when it is made use as 

a technique of presenting vocabulary materials to our students. Then, the existence of 

this research is meant as an attempt to see whether or not affixation is really effective 

for vocabulary building. 

B. Research Problem 

The problem of this research is formulated as in the following questions: 

1. Is the use of affixations in sentence contexts effective in improving 

vocabulary mastery of the second year students of MTsN Pangkep? 

2. To what extent is the use of affixation in sentence context is effective in 

improving vocabulary mastery of the second year students of MTsN 

Pangkep? 
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C. Research Objectives 

The objectives of this research are: 

1. To know whether or not the use of affixations in sentence contexts is 

effective in improving the vocabulary mastery of the second year students of 

MTsN Pangkep. 

2. To find out the extent to which the use of affixations in sentence contexts 

effective in improving vocabulary mastery of the second year students of 

MTsN Pangkep 

D. Research Significance 

The significance of this study can be seen from theoretically and practically. 

1. Theoretically 

The theoretical significance of this research is to give more knowledge for the 

teacher about one of easy ways to improve students’ vocabuary. 

2. Practically 

This research will be beneficial for the students especially in MTsN  Pangkep 

to help them in learning and knowing more vocabulary. And it can become a 

guidance for the teacher in teaching vocabulary, that is through affixation in 

sentence contexts. The result of this research is also expected to be a helpful 

contribution for further researchers who are interested in teaching and 

learning process. 
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E. Research Scope 

The research is under applied linguistics, which focused on the use of affixation 

in sentence contexts in improving the vocabulary mastery of the second year students 

of MTsN Pangkep. The affixation is limited to the use of derivational suffixes that 

are used to change the parts of speech from verbs to nouns and from adjective to 

nouns. The students’ activity is to form nouns based on the given verbs and 

adjectives in sentence contexts. 

F. Operational Definition of Terms 

To avoid misunderstanding about the terms that are used in this reseach, the 

writer gives some explanations as follows: 

1. Affixation 

Sukirman (2013: 61) states that affix is bound morpheme which cannot stand 

alone as a word; it should be attached to a free morpheme. The –ly,  for instance, is a 

bound morpheme as well as an affix. In addition, all afixes cannot occur as a word. If 

they occur by themselves, they will be meaningless. Therefore, linguistics use the 

term affix to describe where exactly a bound morphems is attached. It can be 

concluded that affixation is the process of adding a morpheme (or affix) to a word to 

create either (a) a different form of that word (e.g., bird → birds), or (b) a new word 

with a different meaning (bird → birder). Affixation is the most common way of 

making a new word in English. 

The two primary kinds of affixation are prefixation (the addition of a prefix) 

and suffixation (the addition of a suffix). 
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2. Vocabulary Mastery 

Coady and Huckin (1997: 5) says vocabulary mastery is central to language 

and critical importance to the typical language learner. The researcher concluded that 

vocabulary mastery is a fundamental requirement that influences students’ 

achievement in studying English. Without vocabulary mastery, there is not 

communication, reading, and writing can be conveyed. So that, it is important to 

know what the vocabulary is. 

3. Sentence 

Rizkayadi (2014: 3) states sentence is a series of words structured as a subject 

and predicate which has meaning and ended with point. It t can be concluded that 

sentence is a group of words that are put together to mean something. A sentence is 

the basic unit of language which expresses a complete thought. It does this by 

following the grammatical rules of syntax. 

A complete sentence has at least a subject and a main verb to state (declare) a 

complete thought. Short example: Walker walks. A subject is the noun that is doing 

the main verb. The main verb is the verb that the subject is doing. In english and 

many other languages, the first word of a written sentence has a capital letter. At the 

end of the sentence there is a full stop or full point. 

4. Improve 

Hornby (1995: 222 ) states improve is become or make something better. It can 

be concluded that improve is act of enhancing or making better in terms of quality, 

value or usefulness. This can be by working ideas, objects or process more desirable 
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by adding or removing components. The term can be also by applied to people as 

well, via methods such a performance reviews which are meant to try and improve an 

employee in some manner. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter deals with four sections. Those are some previous research findings, 

some pertinent ideas, theoretical framework, and research hypothesis. 

A. Some Previous Research Findings 

As being basic to communication, vocabulary has made many researchers 

explore and expose the implementation of various techniques in language teaching. 

The following are some researchers who have made experiments on the teaching of 

vocabulary. As Ansar (2001) reported that the use of sliding boards could improve 

the vocabulary mastery of the second year students of SLTP Negeri 4 Alla Enrekang.  

Huldiana (2001) found the use of situational pictures could increase the 

vocabulary command of the first year students of SLTP Negeri 27 Makassar.. 

Patiung (2001) concluded the use of questioning technique could motivate the 

first year students of SLTP Negeri 8 Makassar to master English Vocabulary. 

Jaenal (2002) concluded the implementation of reading short stories could 

improve the vocabulary of the second grade of SMP Khadijah Makassar. 

The research findings stated above indicate the vocabulary command of the 

students can basically be improved through a number of teaching techniques. This 

does not mean, however, that the act of finding another or other teaching techniques 

is not needed anymore. Instead, teaching techniques for vocabulary improvement 

must always be manipulated for the two reasons. First, the ngs stated above are the 

results of experiments conducted at different schools. This means that they take 
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different samples as respondents. The writer believes that one teaching technique may 

be good for certain group of respondents but it may be not good for another or other 

groups of respondents. Second, the researcher believes very much that monotonous 

teaching technique used by the teacher in classroom will lead the students to 

boredom. Therefore, the acts of finding new techniques are absolutely needed to 

avoid boredom for students when they are taught through a kind of teaching 

techniques monotonously. 

B. Some Pertinent Ideas 

1. Definition of Vocabulary 

There are some definitions of vocabulary pointed out by some experts, as 

given below: 

a. Webster (1989: 2046) states vocabulary is (a) a list of words and sometimes 

phrases, usually arranged in alphabetical order and defined a dictionary, glossary 

or lexicon (b) all the words of language (c) all the words used by a particular 

person, class, profession, etc. Sometimes, all the words recognized and 

understood by a particular person, although not necessarily used by him. 

b. Good (1959: 642) states vocabulary is (a) the content and function words of a 

language which are learned so thoroughly that they become a part of a child’s 

understanding of spelling and later of reading and writing; (b) the words having 

meaning when heard or seen even though not produced by individual himself. 
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c. Vocabulary is (a) total number of words that make up a language; (b) body of 

words known to a person or used in a particular book, subject; (c) lists of words 

with their meanings” Hornby (1989: 1425). 

d. Urdang and Flexner (1968: 1473) stated that vocabulary is the stock of words 

used by or known to a particular person or group of person. 

The definition before is clearly understood that vocabulary is a word or words, 

but not all words are vocabulary. There are at least two criteria for a word to be 

termed as vocabulary. First, the word must have meaning; any word without meaning 

is not a vocabulary. Second, the word is known to a person; any word unknown to a 

person cannot be termed as a vocabulary. 

The two criteria above implicitly reveal that all words listed in dictionary are 

termed as vocabulary because they have meanings and are known to a person 

particularly to the lexicographer of that dictionary. The writer then gets an 

understanding that vocabulary is any word of a language, by their content words or 

function words, which have meanings and are known to a person. 

According to the writer, vocabulary should be defined in relation to language 

learning. In the case of language learning, coming up such terms to learn vocabulary 

and to improve vocabulary. To learn vocabulary means to learn the unknown words. 

So, the term vocabulary here refers to words unknown to the learners. Meanwhile, to 

improve the vocabulary means to make greater the number of known words. In this 

case, the term vocabulary refers to word already known to that learner. The 

conclusion is that only the unknown words are learnt and that only the known words 
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are improve in number. Then, vocabulary can be defined as the words of a language 

known or unknown to language learners. 

The Classification of Vocabulary 

Some experts have given different classification of vocabulary. Harmer (1991: 

159) classifies vocabulary into two kinds: active vocabulary and passive vocabulary. 

Passive vocabulary refers to all words the students have learnt and which are able to 

be used in communication. Passive vocabulary, in the other hand, refers to all words 

which students will recognize when the students see them but which they will 

probably not be able to use them in communication. 

Schail in Rita (1994: 9) classifies vocabulary into three categories: active 

vocabulary, reserve vocabulary, and passive vocabulary. Active vocabulary is the 

words that customarily used in speaking. Reserve vocabulary is the words that known 

but rarely uttered in speaking but usually used in writing. Passive vocabulary is a 

word that recognized vaguely and has a disguise meaning. It never used in either 

speaking or writing; it is just known because having seen it before. 

Johnson and Pearson (1978) in Irmayanti (2008: 8) classify vocabulary into 

two main kind namely receptive vocabulary and productive vocabulary. Receptive 

vocabulary is those words that are used in listening and reading. Productive 

vocabulary is words used in speaking and writing. 

Wallace (1989: 30) classifies vocabulary into four kinds based on the four 

kinds of language skills, namely understanding vocabulary, speaking vocabulary, 

writing vocabulary, and potential vocabulary. Understanding vocabulary refers to the 
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words that can be recognized and comprehend through listening and reading. 

Speaking vocabulary refers to the words used orally in informal and formal ways. 

Writing vocabulary refers to the words used in written forms in both in informal and 

formal ways. Potential vocabulary refers to the words which could be interpreted 

from context and analytical of words form (prefixes, suffixes, roots). 

The classification of vocabulary that described above seems to be based on the 

ability of a person to use the words in communication and on the ways the words are 

used. Words are termed as active vocabulary when they are able to be used, and they 

are termed as passive vocabulary when they are not able to be used, or when they are 

rarely used. Again, terming the words as active vocabulary only if it is customarily 

used in speaking, and terming as reserve vocabulary when it is used only in writing. 

Based on the classifications above, it is also comprehended that some words 

are frequently used, some other are rarely used, and still other are never used by a 

particular person in daily communication. The frequency of using a particular word 

depends, of course, on the profession of the word user. For example, a politician 

frequently uses words related to politics but he probably rarely uses words related to 

health. On the contrary, a physician frequently uses words related to health but rarely 

uses words related to politics. So, words related to politics become active vocabulary 

or productive as well as receptive vocabulary for politicians but may be passive 

vocabulary for physician. Contrarily, words related to health become active 

vocabulary for physicians but passive vocabulary for politicians. 
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2. The Aspect of Vocabulary 

Harmer (1991: 156-157) explains four aspects of vocabulary the students need 

to know. The four aspects are word meaning, word use, word formation, and word 

grammar. 

a. Word meaning 

One word may have more than one meaning depending on the context in 

which that words occurs. In the teaching of vocabulary, therefore, words presented to 

students should be in a variety of contexts to show various meanings. 

b. Word use  

In learning vocabulary, the students need to know how a word is used. They 

need to know, for example, collocation. For examples, such a word as wrist can 

collocate with sprain as in sprain wrist, but it cannot collocate with the word head. 

So we cannot have such a collocation as sprain head. On the contrary, the word ache 

can collocate with head as in headache, but it cannot collocate with the word wrist. 

So, we cannot have such a collocation as wristache. 

c. Word formation 

Word formation refers to word forms and how they are formed. Some words 

are nouns, some words are adjectives, some words are verbs, etc. Some nouns are 

countable and some others are uncountable. Some nouns are singular and some others 

are plural. The students need to know how to form adjectives from nouns, how to 

formn nouns from adjectives, how to form verb from nouns or from adjectives, and so 

forth. 
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d. Word grammar 

Word grammar refers to such things as the way words are used grammatically. 

In English, for instance, some verbs are used with to (want to, walk to, speak to); but 

some other verbs are used without to (tell, can, must, etc.) English verbs have tenses. 

Such verbs as want may change to wanted, walk may change walked, speak may 

change to spoke. The students need to know when, for example, want or wanted is 

used. In addition, the students also need to know how to form plural nouns, and when 

they are used. 

3. The Concept of Affixation 

The morphological process whereby grammatical or lexical information is 

added to a stem is known as affixation; prefixation, suffixation, infixation (Crystal, 

1985: 10). It is basically the act of affixing (either prefixing or suffixing) a bound 

morpheme (a prefix or a suffix) to a root word or a stem to derive a new word. In 

other words, affixation is a morphological process of formation by adding or 

attaching in a particular way an affix (either prefix or suffix) to a root word/stem to 

change the meaning of the root word/stem, and if necessary to change the part of 

speech from one to another. 

In some languages, affixation can be in three types, depending on the position 

of the affix with reference to the root or stem of the word. The three common types 

are prefixation, infixation, and suffixation. In English, however, the only affixations 

to be found are prefixation and suffixation, while infixation never occurs (Crystal, 

1985: 10). Each of the two affixations in English is described below. 
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a. Prefixa 

b. tion 

In affixation, it is attached as affixes to a root words/stem to derive new 

words. Affixes in English are classified into two types. Those which are added to the 

beginning of a root/stem are known as prefixes, and those which are attached to the 

end of a root/stem are known as suffixes. So prefixation is basically the affixation 

performed by attaching/adding a bound morpheme to a root or stem. The bound 

morphemes used in this way are known as prefixes. 

In prefixation, prefixes change the meaning of the words to which they are 

added. English has a great variety of prefixes, expressing a wide range of 

modification to the root words to which they are attached. Garner (2002: 147) states 

four general issues about prefixes. First, there are some prefixes which can be added 

to virtually any relevant word. Secondly, by contrast, a number of prefixes have 

essentially the same meaning, but we use different ones with different roots words. 

Thirdly, there are many words in which the prefix can be easily organized, but there 

seems to be no real root word. Fourthly, many root words can take different prefixes 

which modify the root word similar, but no identical way. 

Some prefixes are potential to be added to almost any root, and others are 

added to particular words only. Some examples of prefixes that can be added to 

almost any root are: 
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Prefixes Meaning Root Example 

re- Again Red 

take 

entry 

organize 

consider 

Reread 

retake 

re-entry 

reorganize 

reconsider 

over- Excessively Do 

Compensate 

Overdo 

Overcompensate 

under- Excessively emphasize 

done 

Underemphasize 

Underdone 

pre- 
Before Arrange 

war 

test 

pre-arrange 

pre-war 

pre-test 

post- 
After War 

Test 

post-war 

post test 

anti- 
Against abortion 

drink 

government 

anti-abortion 

anti-drink 

anti-government 
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pro- 
Agree abortion 

drink 

government 

pro-abortion 

pro-drink 

pro-government 

inter- 
Between school 

war 

governmental 

Interschool 

interwar 

intergovernmental 

ex- 
Former 

wife 

president 

minister 

ex-wife 

ex-president 

ex-minister 

co- 
Together 

supervisor 

contributor 

worker 

co-supervisor 

co- contributor 

co-worker 

Some different prefixes have the same meanings. The commonest examples of 

these are those prefixes which create opposites or antonyms. There is a wide variety 

of such suffixes, each of which is used with only certain root word. The most 

common prefix that makes is un- which is usually used with adjectives and adverbs, 

as in uninteresting, unlikely, unmistakable, unhelpful, ungrammatical, untrue, 

unclear, unfair, uncommon, unfamiliar, etc. To make an opposite, the prefix un- is 

most often added to past participle of a verb as in unspoken, unplanned, uneaten, 

untried, etc. (Garner, 2004: 149). 
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The prefix in is quite widely used to make antonyms of adjectives, adverbs, 

and nouns. It is a little difficult for two reasons. First, it changes into a different from 

depending on the first sound of the root, for example: 

sincere   insincere 

possible   impossible 

regular   irregular 

legal   illegal 

Secondly, in- and its various forms are also used in some cases to add 

meanings other that the opposite. For example, in the following words is has the 

meaning of inwards. 

Infill, implode, irrupt 

The picture is made more complicated by the fact that some adjectives (and 

adverbs derived from them) make their antonyms with un- but their associated nouns 

make antonyms with in- 

Adjective 
Noun 

Unjust 

Unable 

Injustice 

Inability 
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Because of this rather confusing situation with antonyms, there is a tendency 

to use non- (retaining the hyphen in the spelling) for this purpose, as in non-regular, 

non-comprehensible. The difficulty with this apparently sensible solution is that non- 

Inflectional prefixes               Derivational Prefixes 

Nouns Nouns Nouns Verbs 

Ability 

War 

abortion 

government 

wife 

supervisor 

in- 

post- 

anti- 

pro- 

ex- 

co- 

Inability 

post-war 

anti-abortion 

pro-government 

ex-wife 

co- supervisor 

Case 

danger 

plane 

en- 

em- 

Encase 

endanger 

emplane 

Verbs Verbs Adjectives Verbs 

Red 

do 

emphasize 

arrange 

re- 

over 

under 

pre- 

Reread 

overdo 

underemphasize 

pre-arranged 

Large 

rich 

able 

sure 

enlarge 

enrich 

enable 

ensure 

Adjective Adjective    

Legal 

possible 

regular 

able 

il- 

im- 

ir- 

un- 

Illegal 

impossible 

irregular 

unable 
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does not always make the opposite meaning, but simply adds a negative or excluding 

meaning, as in non-European, non-legal, etc. 

Some prefixes are inflectional and others are derivational. Inflectional prefixes 

are those that do not change the part of speech of the words to which they are 

attached. By contrast, derivational prefixes are those that change the part of speech of 

the words to which they are attached. 

Based on the previous examples, it states that inflectional prefixes are those 

that function to make antonyms. The derivational prefixes, on the other hand, are 

used to make verbs from nouns and adjectives. 

c. Suffixation 

Suffixation is the affixation performed by attaching/adding a bound morpheme 

to the end of a root word/stem. The bound morphemes used in this way are known as 

suffixes. 

Several suffixes are grammatical endings, and do not change the part of 

speech of the root of word. They are called inflectional suffixes, which include –s for 

making nouns plural and showing verb tense; -‘s /-s for making possession; --ed for 

showing verb tense; -ing for showing progressiveness; and –er and –est for the 

comparative and superlative of adjectives. 
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Inflectional Suffixes Functions Examples 

-s 

- making noun plural  

- showing subject-verb 

agreement in simple 

present tense 

five books 

 

The sun rises in the east. 

-‘s/-s’ 
Making possession 

Ali’s book; the students’ 

books 

-ed 
Showing verb tense Walked, wanted, invited 

-ing 
Showing progressiveness She is sitting. 

-er 

Showing the comparative 

of adjectives 

cleverer, wider, larger 

-est 

Showing the superlative 

of adjectives 

cleverest, widest, largest 

Other suffixes change a word from a part of speech to another. They are 

known as derivational suffixes. Examples of derivational suffixes and their function 

are as follows: 

1) Suffixes that change nouns to verbs: 

Nouns Verbs  Suffixes 

Length Lengthen -en 

Memory Memorize -ize 
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Beauty Beautify -(i)fy 

Breath Breathe -e 

2) Suffixes that change nouns to adjectives 

Nouns Adjective  Suffixes 

Child 

Self 

Could 

Wealth 

Person 

Accident 

Friend 

Month 

Danger 

Mystery 

Moment 

Custom 

Child 

Man 

History 

Artist 

Power 

Childish 

Selfish 

Cloudy 

Wealthy 

Personal 

Accidental 

Friendly 

Monthly 

Dangerous 

Mysterious 

Momentary 

Customary 

Childlike 

Manlike 

Historic 

Artistic 

Powerless 

-ish 

 

-y 

 

-al 

 

-ly 

 

-ous 

 

-ary 

 

-like 

 

-ic 

 

-less 
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Home 

Power 

Success 

Homeless 

Powerful 

Successful 

 

-ful 

 

3) Suffixes that change verbs to adjectives 

Verbs Adjective Suffixes 

Create 

attract 

excel 

confide 

please 

complain 

pay 

work 

run 

fight 

Creative 

attractive 

excellent 

confident 

pleasant 

complainant 

payable 

workable 

running 

fighting 

-ive 

 

-ent 

 

-ant 

 

-able 

 

-ing 

 

4) Suffixes that change verbs to nouns 

Verbs Nouns Suffixes 

Break Breakage -age 

Link Linkage  

Arrive Arrival -al 
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Approve Approval  

Accept Acceptance -ance/-ence 

Exist Existence  

Serve Servant -ant 

Attend Attendant  

Consider Consideration -ation/-tion/-sion 

Relate Relation  

Revise Revision  

Examine Examinee -ee 

Employ Employee  

Boil Boiler -er/-or/-ar 

Advise Advisor  

Beg Beggar  

Agree Agreement -ment 

Commit Commitment  

Depart Departure -ure 

Press Pressure  

Army Army -y 

Deliver Delivery  

Read Reading -ing 

Understand Understanding  
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5) Suffixes that change adjectives to nouns 

Adjective Nouns Suffixes 

Abundant Abundance -ce 

Convenient Convenience  

Consistent Consistency -cy 

Accurate Accuracy  

Colonial Colonialism -ism 

Human Humanism  

Active Activity -ity 

Fertile Fertility  

Happy Happiness -ness 

Ill Illness  

Young Youngster -ster 

Old Oldster  

Young Youth -th 

Long Length  

6) Suffixes that change adjectives to verbs 

Adjectives Verbs Suffixes 

Legal Legalize -ize 

Familiar Familiarize  

Black Blacken -en 

Deep Deepen  



2
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The diagram 2.1 indicates the research found out the effectiveness of using 

affixations in sentence contexts in improving the vocabulary mastery. The were two 

samples in this research. They were experimental class and control class. In the 

experimental class the researcher applied affixations in sentence contexts in teaching 

vocabulary with noun former teaching technique by the following steps: (1) 

introducing and explaining the use of suffixes to be used, (2) giving examples of 

affixations in sentence contexts, and (3) getting the students to practice suffixations 

for noun and adjective formations in sentence contexts. From these procedure, the 

students were expected to get improvement in Vocabulary mastery in terms of (1) 

word meaning, (2) word formation, and (3) word grammar. While in control class the 

researcher taught vocabulary with conventional teaching method that was through 

affixations in individual word. After the treatment, the researcher will look at the 

students’ vocabulary mastery improvement. 

C. Research Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of this research are proposed in terms of null hypotheses (H0) 

and the alternative hypotheses (H1). They are followed: 

1. H0: The use of affixations in sentence contexts is not effective in improving 

the students’ vocabulary mastery. 

2. H1: The use of affixations in sentence contexts effective in improving the 

students’ vocabulary mastery. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 This chapter deals with five sections. Those are research method, population 

and sample, research instrument, data collection procedure, and data analysis 

technique. 

A. Research Method 

This chapter, the researcher explained the research method that was used of 

this study. It consists of research design and research variable. 

1. Research Design 

The design of the research is quasi-experimental design (the pre-test – post-

test nonequivalent group design. In quasi experiment, the researcher does not have an 

opportunity for random assignment of subjects because the subjects are already intact 

(Schreiber &Asner-self, 2011: 14). The researcher is attempting to do determining if 

a cause-effect relationship exists between one factor or set of factors -the 

independents variable(s)- and a second factor or set of factors –the dependent 

variable(s)- and decides whether one instructional method is better that the other 

method. The design is illustrated in the following table: 

 E O1 X O2 

 C O1 X O2 

Note:  E : Experimental Class 

  C : Control Class 

  O1 : Pre-test 
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  X : Treatment 

  O2 : Post-test 

__ __ __  : Experimental and control class are resulted from purposive 

sampling technique 

(Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2007: 283). 

2. Research Variabel 

The researcher focused on the study of the effect of a treatment, in 

accordance with what is explained by Arikunto (2010: 162), this research consists of 

two variables: independent variable and dependent variable. 

Independent variable is a variable that is stated to cause some outcome; it is 

the cause (Schreiber &Asner-self, 2011: 152). In this research, the independent 

variable is the use of Affixation in Sentence Context. Dependent Variable based on 

what is stated by Schreiber &Asner-self (2011: 152), dependent variable is the 

outcome of the independent variable; it is the effect. The dependent variable 

observed of this research is the students’ English Vocabulary. 

B. Population and Sample 

1. Population 

Creswell (2012: 142) defines population or target population as a group of 

individuals who have the same characteristic or with some common defining 

characteristic that the researcher can identify and study. Population of this research 

was at the second grade students of MTsN Pangkep for the academic year 
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2016/2017.  It consists of eight classes VIIIA, VIIIB, VIIIC, VIIID, VIIIE, VIIIF, 

VIIIG, VIIIH with 195 students. 

2. Sample 

Sample is a part of representative of the population which is researched, 

(Arikunto, 2010: 134). Hence, the researcher used non probability sampling. It is due 

to accessibilty issue, desire for specific, cost and recommendation of the English 

teacher of MTsN Pangkep. The other reason, because quasi experimental design just 

needs two classes as this research. Thus, the researcher used non probability 

sampling technique, also called purposive sampling technique. 

The researcher selected two classes at the second year students of MTsN 

Pangkep to be sample of the research. The number of respondent chosen to be 

sample were 39 students those were VIII G and VIII H classes. It was equal to 20% 

of the population. There were 18 students in VII G as an experimental class and there 

were 21 students in VII H as a control class. 

C. Research Instrument 

Arikunto (2010: 193-202) states research instruments or evaluation tools used 

to obtain data related to the variables of the research could be tests, questionnaires, 

interviews, observation, rating scale, or documentation. To help obtain the data, 

research instrument employed in this research is test. The research will use only one 

kind of instrument, namely an objective test on vocabulary, which was meant to get 

data about the students’ vocabulary achievement before and after the treatment (pre-
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test and post-test). It consisted of twenty five items, asking the students to form 

nouns from the verbs and adjectives given in sentence context. 

D. Data Collection Procedure 

In conducting the research in the experimental class, the researcher had the 

following procedures: 

1. Pre-test 

Before giving treatment, the researcher administrated a pre-test used the 

vocabulary test, to find out the vocabulary achievement of the students before given 

treatment.  

2. Doing treatments 

The sampling class was taught vocabulary through the use of affixations in 

sentence contexts. The treatment took place for six meetings, under the following 

steps of presentation: 

a. Introduction 

The researcher introduced the suffixes involved (noun and adjective formers). 

b. Explanation 

The researcher explained how the suffixes (noun formers and adjective 

formers) used. 

c. Exemplification 

The researcher gave examples of suffixations for noun/adjective formations in 

sentence contexts. 
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d. Practice 

The researcher got the students to practice suffixation in sentence contexts. 

e. Correction 

The researcher checked the students’ work and made corrections if necessary. 

While in the control class the researcher taught vocabulary by using 

affixations in individual word with the conventional teaching technique. The 

researcher explained the affixation to the student and gave the expample of affixation 

in individual word. The students aimed to pronounce the affixation words correctly 

and also memorize it. Both of the class spent five meetings of learning vocabulary 

from the second meeting until the sixth meeting. 

3. Post-test 

After the treatments finished, the students was given a posttest. The posttest 

was intended to find data about the students’ vocabulary achievement after giving the 

treatments. The items and content of posttest wass same as in the pre-test.  

E. Data Analysis Technique 

In analysing the data, the researcher used five procedures as follow: 

1. Scoring the students’ correct answer of pre-test and post-test. 

      
                       

                     
x 100 

(Nawas in Ramadhan 2011, 5) 

2. Classifying the students’ score answer into the following criteria as follow:  

Scale Classification 
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90-100 Very good 

70-89 Good 

50-69 Fair 

30-49 Poor 

10-29 Very poor 

(Nawas in Ramadhan 2011, 51) 

3. Calculating the collecting data from the students in answering the test, the 

researcher used formula to get mean score of the students as follow:  

 x =
∑ 

 
 

 Where:  x  = mean score 

   ∑  = the sum of all scores 

   N = total number of sample. (Gay, 1981: 298) 

4. Finding out  the standard derivation of the students’ pre-test and post-test, 

       
  ∑  

  

 

        
  ∑  

  

 

 

    =√
   

  
      =√

   

  
  

SS1  = sum of squares of experimental group 

SS2  = sum of squares of control group 

X1  = the sum of scores of experimental group 

N1  = number of students of experimental group 

N2  = number of students of control group 
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SD1  = standard deviation of experimental group 

SD2  = standard deviation of control group 

(Gay, 1981: 298) 

5. The researcher used T-test to know whether there was significant differences 

between the two groups before and after giving the treatment as follows: 

   
 ̅   ̅ 

√(
       

       
) (

 
  

 
 
  

)

 

SS1  = sum of squares of experimental group 

SS2  = sum of squares of control group 

X1  = the sum of scores of experimental group 

N1  = number of students of experimental group 

N2  = number of students of control group 

X1  = mean score of experiment group 

X2  = mean score of control group 

(Gay, Mills, and Airasian 1981: 127) 

6. Hypothesis Testing 

Partial test in multiple regression analysis aims to determine whether the 

independent variable (X) partially significant effects on the dependent variable (Y). 

Basic Decision Making for Partial T-Test in Regression Analysis 

a. Based on the value of t-test and t-table 

1) If t-test   t-table then the indepedent variable affects on the dependent 

variable. 
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2) If t-test   t-table then the independent variable does not affect on the 

dependent variable.  

b. Based on the significance value of SPSS output results 

1) If the value is sig.       then independent variable has significant effect to 

dependent variable. 

2) If the value is sig.   0,05  then independent variable has no significant effect 

on the dependent variable. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter deals with two sections they are findings and discussions. It 

presents the findings of the research which are presented as data description, and the 

discussion of findings reveals argument and further explanation of the findings. 

Furthermore, the researcher analyzed the data consisting of the result of pre-test and 

pos-test either in experimental class and control class. 

A. Findings 

Findings of the study dealt with the presentation rate of the students’ score 

were obtained from the test to find the mean score, standard deviation, and 

hypothesis testing. Those data were used to answer the research question about 

whether the use of affixations in sentence contexts is effective in improving the 

students’ vocabulary mastery and to find out the extent to which the use of 

affixations in sentence contexts effective in improving the students’ vocabulary 

mastery that described on the following findings:  
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1. The classification of students’ pre-test and post-test scores in experimental 

class 

Table 4.1 

The Rate Percentage of Score Experimental Class In Pre-Test 

 

No. Classification Scale Frekuensi Presentase (%) 

1. Very Good 90-100 0 0 

2. Good 70-89 0 0 

3. Fair 50-69 0 0 

4. Poor 30-49 8 44,44 

5. Very Poor 10-29 10 55,56 

Total 18 100 

Table 4.1 showed the percentage score of the experimental class in the pre-

test from 18 students. It was seen that there were 8 (44,44%) students got poor score 

and 10 (55,56%) students got score very poor. None of students that included in fair 

and good score. 
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Table 4.2 

The Rate Percentage of Score Experimental Class In Post Test 

 

No. Classification Scale Frekuensi Presentase (%) 

1. Very Good 90-100 0 0 

2. Good 70-89 8 44,44 

3. Fair 50-69 6 33,33 

4. Poor 30-49 2 11,11 

5. Very Poor 10-29 2 11,11 

Total 18 100 

The rate of percentge of the score of experimental class in post-test as shown 

table 4.2 above, there was an increasing score in which 8 (44,44%) students reached 

very good score and there were 6 (33,33%) students that got fair, 2 (11,11%) students 

got poor score and 2 (11,11%) students got very poor score. 

Based on the presentation above, it could be concluded the rate percentage in 

post-test was higher than the rate percentage in pre-test. 
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2. The classification of students’ pre-test and post-test score in control class. 

Table 4.3 

The Rate Percentage of Score Controlled Class In Pre Test 
 

No. Classification Scale Frekuensi Presentase (%) 

1. Very Good 90-100 0 0 

2. Good 70-89 0 0 

3. Fair 50-69 4 19,05 

4. Poor 30-49 10 47,62 

5. Very Poor 10-29 7 33,33 

Total 21 100 

Table 4.3 presented the percentage score of the controlled class in the pre-test 

from 21 (19,05%) students. None of the students achieved very good score and good 

score. It was 4 students got fair score, while 10 (47,62%) students got poor score and 

7 (33,33%) students got very poor score. 
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Table 4.4 

The Rate Percentage of Score Controlled Class In Post-Test 

 

No. Classification Scale Frekuensi Presentase (%) 

1. Very Good 90-100 0 0 

2. Good 70-89 0 0 

3. Fair 50-69 12 57,14 

4. Poor 30-49 4 19,05 

5. Very Poor 10-29 5 23,81 

Total 21 100 

While the rate percentage of the score of controlled class in post-test as table 

4.4 above showed there were a different result which 12 (57,14%) students achieved 

fair score and there were still 4 (19, 05%) students got poor score and 5 (23, 81%) 

students got very poor score. 

The description above showed the rate percentage in post-test was greater 

than the rate percentage in pre-test of control class. It means there was slight increase 

betweeen students’ vocabulary mastery in the pre-test and students’ vocabulary 

mastery in the post-test. 
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3. The mean score and standard deviation  

Table 4.5 

Descriptive Statistics of Experimental Class 
 

 
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Pre-test 18 10 40 24,44 7,048 

Post-test 18 20 70 55,56 18,222 

Valid N (listwise) 18     

 

Table 4.6 

Descriptive Statistics of Control Class 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Pre-test01 21 10 50 31,43 14,243 

Post-test01 21 20 60 40,00 13,784 

Valid N (listwise) 21     

 Table 4.5 and table 4.6 indicate the mean score of experimental classs in the 

pre-test was 24,44 with the standard deviation 7,048 while the mean score in the 

controlled class was 31,43 with the standard deviation 14,243. The mean score of the 

experimental class in the post-test was 55,56 and the standard deviation was 18,222 

while the mean score of the controlled class in the post test was 40,00 and the 

standard deviation was 13,784. 

 It showed the mean score of the post-test was higher than the mean score of 

the pre-test and so was the standard deviation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
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use of affixations in sentence contexts could improve the vocabulary mastery of the 

second year students significantly. 

4. The Hypothesis Testing 

Table 4.7 

Distribution The Value of T-Test And T-Table In Post Test 

 
Independent Samples Test 

 

Post Test 

Equal variances 

assumed 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

Levene's Test for Equality of 

Variances 

F ,839  

Sig. ,366  

t-test for Equality of Means T 3,324 3,324 

Df 34 31,373 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,002 ,002 

Mean Difference 17,778 17,778 

Std. Error Difference 5,349 5,349 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower 6,907 6,873 

Upper 28,648 28,682 

 

5. Post-test  

In order to know whether or not the mean difference of both classes is 

statisfically significant at the level of significance p = 0,05 or 5% degree of freedom 

(N1 + N2) -2 = (18 + 21) – 2 = 37. The result of vocabulary development achieved 

0,002 < 0,005 (t-test › t-table). 
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Based on the analysis before, it is concluded there was a significant difference 

students’ vocabulary mastery between experimental class and controlled class after 

giving treatment. It means affixation especially in sentence context could be used to 

improve the students’ vocabulary. 

The result of t-test value in vocabulary improvement inicated that it was 

greater than t-table value, these findings were used to determine the hypothesis (H0) 

to be rejected when t-test value was greater than t-table value and alternative 

hypothesis was accepted (H1) which proved that the use of affixation in sentence 

context was effective to improve the students’ vocabulary mastery. 

B. Discussion 

This statistical analysis from the result of the development of students’ 

vocabulary mastery in this research showed that the students’ vocabulary mastery 

before teaching by using affixation in sentence context was still low both of 

experimental class and controlled class. It was proven by the result before treatment. 

Contrarily, at the result of the post-test, there was a significant development in the 

post-test between experimental class and controlled class. However, the result score 

of the post-test in the experimental class was more significant than the result score of 

controlled class. For this reason, the researcher concluded the treatment of affixation 

in sentence context is beneficial to increase the students’ vocabulary at the second 

year students of MTsN Ma’rang Pangkep. 

Through affixation , the students learn vocabulary by attaching an affix to a 

root word/stem to describe new word. As Garner (2002: 147) states English has a 
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great variety of prefixes, expressing a wide range of modification to the root words to 

which they are attached. In English vocabulary there are great number of words that 

attached by affixation, and by affixation many words can be produced. For example 

the word active, by attaching affixation it can produce new words such as actives, 

activate, activated, activating, activation, activator, actively, etc. so it may build up 

the students of vocabulary in meaning.  

Affixation in sentence contexts build up the students’ vocabulary not only in 

meaning, but also in word form and word use/function. For example, the suffix –ly is 

used because the sentence contexts requires the change from the adjective ready to 

an adverb readily; or it requires the change from the adjective ready to a noun 

readiness. 

Teaching vocabulary through affixations in sentence contexts is one of an 

effective way to improve the students’ vocabulary mastery. Based on the result of 

tests, the process of learning vocabulary using affixations in sentence contexts in 

MTsN Pangkep could help the students to memorize vocabulary and increase the 

students comprehension about the part of speech. So they can increase the 

vovabulary mastery. Besides, the students who had been thaught vocabulary using 

affixations in sentence contexts felt more fun and they were not bored in the 

classroom during the process of teaching learning. In the process of learning, the 

students in the experimental class were enjoy and enthusiastic. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter deals with two sections. The first section contains conclusion 

based on the research findings and discussion. The second section contains 

suggestion based on the findings and conclusion. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the findings and the discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher 

concludes:  

1. Learning vocabulary through affixations in sentence contexts is effective to 

improve the students’ vocabulary at the second year students of MTsN 

Pangkep.  

2. The effectiveness of this vocabulary teaching method  is proved from the 

result of the test showed that there was a significant difference between 

students’ pre-test and post-test. Furthermore, the t-test value was higher than 

the t-table value. It obviously seems that there was an improvement in 

students’ vocabulary after giving treatment by using affixation in sentence 

context and also teaching vocabulary through this method also built up the 

students vocabulary in three aspects, those are word meaning, word forms, 

and word use/function. 
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B. Suggestion 

1. In teaching English vocabulary, affixation in sentence context should be used 

as one of the alternatives strategy which could help teacher in teaching and 

learning process. 

2. The use of affixation in sentence context is one of the effective way to 

improve the vocabulary mastery because can improve the students’ 

vocabulary not only in word meaning but also in word form and word 

use/function. 

3. The writer hopes this research will become one of the references in teaching 

English. 
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APPENDIX A 

Score of Students’ Pre-test and Post-Test in Experimental Class 

Respondent Pre-test 

(X1) 

Post-test 

(X2) 

X1
2 

X2
2 

R1 30 50 900 2500 

R2 10 70 100 4900 

R3 30 60 900 3600 

R4 30 70 900 4900 

R5 10 70 100 4900 

R6 20 70 400 4900 

R7 30 60 900 3600 

R8 40 50 1600 2500 

R9 30 60 900 3600 

R10 40 70 1600 4900 

R11 30 60 900 3600 

R12 40 70 1600 4900 

R13 30 40 900 1600 

R14 20 20 400 400 

R15 30 30 900 900 

R16 30 40 900 1600 

R17 20 20 400 400 

R18 20 30 400 900 

Total Score 490 940 14700 54600 
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APPENDIX B 

Score of Students’ Pre-test and Post-Test in Control Class 

Respondent Pre-test  

(X1) 

Post-test  

(X2) 

X1
2
 X2

2
 

R1 50 50 2500 2500 

R2 30 50 900 2500 

R3 30 60 900 3600 

R4 30 50 900 2500 

R5 50 30 2500 900 

R6 50 40 2500 1600 

R7 40 50 1600 2500 

R8 40 50 1600 2500 

R9 40 50 1600 2500 

R10 10 20 100 400 

R11 40 30 1600 900 

R12 30 30 900 900 

R13 40 50 1600 2500 

R14 10 20 100 400 

R15 10 20 100 400 

R16 50 50 2500 2500 

R17 20 20 400 400 

R18 20 50 400 2500 

R19 20 50 400 2500 

R20 40 50 1600 2500 

R21 10 20 100 400 

Total score 660 840 24800 37400 
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APPENDIX C 

The mean score of experimental and controlled class 

A. Experimental class 

1. Pre-test 

   
∑  

 
 

   
   

  
 

        

2. Post-test 

   
∑  

 
 

   
   

  
 

        

B. Controlled class 

3. Pre-test 

   
∑  

 
 

   
   

  
 

        

4. Post-test 

   
∑  
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APPENDIX D 

Standard deviation of Experimental and Controlled class 

A. Experiment Class 

1. Pre-Test            2. Post-Test 

               SD = √
   

   
       SD = √

   

   
 

Where,      Where, 

SS1 = ∑  
   

 ∑   
 

 
   SS1 = ∑  

   
 ∑   

 

 
 

SS1 =        
      

  
   SS1 =        

      

  
 

SS1 =        
      

  
  SS1 =        

      

  
 

SS1 =                 SS1 =                 

SS1 =           SS1 =         

SD = √
   

   
    SD = √

   

   
 

SD = √
       

    
    SD = √

       

    
 

SD = √
       

  
    SD = √
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SD = √                                   SD = √       

 SD = 8.95                          SD = 18.00  

B. Controlled Class 

1. Pre-Test    2. Post-Test 

SD = √
   

   
       SD = √

   

   
 

Where, SS2 = ∑  
   

 ∑   
 

 
   Where, SS2 = ∑  

   
 ∑   

 

 
 

SS2 =        
      

  
   SS2 = 37400  

      

  
 

SS2 =        
      

  
   SS2 = 37400  

      

  
  

SS2 =                                 SS2 = 37400        

SS2 =            SS2 = 3800 

SD = √
   

   
          SD = √

   

   
 

SD = √
       

    
                                SD = √

    

    
 

SD = √
       

  
          SD = √

    

  
 

SD = √                 SD = √    

SD =  14.24                 SD =  13.78 
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APPENDIX E 

The Significance Different 

X1 = 52.22 SS1 =         

X2 = 40 SS2 = 3800 

1. t-Test 

2. 

t =
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4. 

t =

 1.0
37

11.9311

22.12










 

t =
  1.065.251

22.12
 

t =
165.25

22.12
 

t =
02.5

22.12

 
 

tHitung = 2.43 

5. t-Table 

For level of significance (D) = 0.05 

Degree of freedom (df) = (N1 + N2) -2 = (18 + 21) – 2 = 37 

t – Table = 2.026 
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APPENDIX F 

The Distribution of T-Table 

d.f 
10.0t  05.0t  025.0t  01.0t  005.0t  d.f 

1 3,078 6,314 12,706 31,821 63, 657 1 
2 1,886 2,920 4,303 6,965 9,925 2 
3 1,638 2,353 3,182 4,541 5,841 3 
4 1,533 2,132 2,776 3,747 4,604 4 
5 1,476 2,015 2,571 3,365 4,032 5 
6 1,440 1,943 2,447 3,143 3,707 6 
7 1,415 1,895 2,365 2,998 3,499 7 
8 1,397 1,860 2,306 2,896 3,355 8 
9 1,383 1,833 2,262 2,821 3,250 9 
10 1,372 1,812 2,228 2,764 3,169 10 
11 1,363 1,796 2,201 2,718 3,106 11 
12 1,356 1,782 2,179 2,681 3,055 12 
13 1,350 1,771 2,160 2,650 3,012 13 
14 1,345 1,761 2,145 2,624 2,977 14 
15 1,341 1,753 2,131 2,602 2,947 15 
16 1,337 1,746 2,120 2,583 2,921 16 
17 1,333 1,740 2,110 2,567 2,898 17 
18 1,330 1,734 2,101 2,552 2,878 18 
19 1,328 1,729 2,093 2,539 2,861 19 
20 1,325 1,725 2,086 2,528 2,845 20 
21 1,323 1,721 2,080 2,518 2,831 21 
22 1,321 1,717 2,074 2,508 2,819 22 
23 1,319 1,714 2,069 2,500 2,807 23 
24 1,318 1,711 2,064 2,492 2,797 24 
25 1,316 1,708 2,060 2,485 2,787 25 
26 1,315 1,706 2,056 2,479 2,779 26 
27 1,314 1,703 2,052 2,473 2,771 27 
28 1,313 1,701 2,048 2,467 2,763 28 
29 1,311 1,699 2,045 2,462 2,756 29 
30 1,310 1,697 2,042 2,457 2,750 30 
31 1,309 1,696 2,040 2,453 2,744 31 
32 1,309 1,694 2,037 2,449 2,738 32 
33 1,308 1,692 2,035 2,445 2,733 33 
34 1,307 1,691 2,032 2,441 2,728 34 
35 1,306 1,690 2,030 2,438 2,724 35 
36 1,306 1,688 2,028 2,434 2,719 36 
37 1,305 1,687 2,026 2,431 2,715 37 
38 1,304 1,686 2,024 2,429 2,712 38 
39 1,303 1,685 2,023 2,426 2,708 39 

Source: Multivariate Analysis Application with SPSS Program (Dr. Imam Ghozali) 
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APPENDIX G 

Instrument 

 

Direction: 

In each item below, there is an underlined word and a blank part. The underlined 

word is either a verb or an adjective. Your task is to fill in the blank part with the 

noun form of the underlined word. 

1. A: When do we arrive in Makassar? 

B: The time of _____ is 12:15. 

2. A: When is Ahmad going to marry Irma? 

B: The _____ ceremony is planned for April 15. 

3. Ali serves all the civil _____ at that office. 

4. You should revise report, and the _____ should be given to the committee. 

5. There will be an examination on structure today. All of _____ are in the room. 

6. The company employs a number of workers. Most of the _____ are women. 

7. We are going to depart tomorrow. The time of _____ is 8.00. 

8. Nita is ill now. Her _____ is strange. 

9. Suci was very happy of her achievement. Her _____ made me happy too. 

10.  Nurul is a very active student. Yesterday, however, she did only one _____ 

11. Some of the most famous people in the world never really wanted _____ at 

all. 
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12. A: Does ghost exist? 

B: Well, there are some people who believe in their _____ 

13. Dave is a strong boy. He has a lot of _____ in his arm. 

14. Can you suggest what should I do next? All _____ will be welcome. 

15. Indonesia is an independent country. It got its _____ in 1945. 

16. John collects stamps. He has a beautiful _____ 

17. Paul is absent today. I noticed his _____ 

18. Her daughter is always very polite. I have noticed her _____ 

19. The driver gets penalty from the cops because he  _____ so fast. 

20. A: Please be patient! 

B: I’m sorry I’m running out of _____ 
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APPENDIX H 

LESSON PLAN  

FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

 

The Pre-Test 

 

1. Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 45 minutes 

2. Instructional Object 

The students will be able to identify the correct words used in 

sentence based on its part of speech. 

3. Teaching Procedure 

a. Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher gives the students the test sheet. 

 The researcher gives explanation about the test, the rules of the test, 

and how to do the test. 

 The researcher asks the students to do their test. 

b. Students’ Activity 

 The students do their test individually based on the researcher’s 

instruction. 

 The students answer the question and allowed to open the dictionary. 

4. Evaluating 

The students’ answer will be evaluated by word choice rubric and 

content rubric. 
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The Treatment – 1
st
 Meeting 

 

1. Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 80 minutes 

2. Instructional Object 

The students will understand about part of speech. 

3. Teaching Procedure 

a. Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher explains to the students about part of speech. 

 The researcher asks the students to open their dictionary. 

 The resercher explain to the students about the mark using in 

dictionary based on its part of speech e.g N for Noun, V for Verb, 

and Adj for Adjective. 

 The researcher explains the function of some words based on its part 

of speech in the sentence. 

b. Students’ Activity 

 The students is asked to memorize the part of speech. 

 The students should be able to identify the mark of part of speech in 

the dictionary. 

 The students should be able to pronounce the words correctly. 

4. Evaluating 

The students write down the meaning of the available words also with their 

part of speech. 
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The Treatment – 2
st
 Meeting 

 

1.Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill :   Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 80 minutes 

2.Instructional Object 

The students will understand about affixations used in Indonesian 

language. 

3.Teaching Procedure 

        a. Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher gives the students example of some Indonesian words 

and also their affixtion. 

 The researcher explains to the students the affixations that used in 

Indonesian language such as pe-, me-, -an. Ter-,ke-, and di-. 

 The researcher explains about the affixation above that can change 

the part of speech e.g : the words in Indonesian Language that has 

affixations ke- and –an includes in Noun category. In addition, the 

affixation me- and –an includes in Verb category. 

        b.  Activity 

 The students are asked to memorize the affixation using in 

Indonesian language also their parts of speech. 

 The students explain the meaning of every words. 

4.Evaluating 

 The students are asked to write down somewords and classified them 

based on its affixation also their part of speech. 
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The Treatment – 3
st
 Meeting 

 

1.Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 80 minutes 

2.Instructional Object 

The students will understand about affixation used in English. 

3.Teaching Procedure 

          a.Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher gives the students example of affixation used in 

English, e.g –ness, -er, -ion, etc. 

 The researcher explains the function of affixation e.g: adding 

affixation –ness could change the part of speech from adjective to 

Noun. In addition –ion could change the part of speech from V to 

Noun. 

 The researcher teaches the students how to pronounce the words. 

 The researcher gives some vocabulary list to the student. 

 The researcher gives instruction to the students. 

           b.Students’ Activity 

 The students are asked to add an appropriate affixation to the words 

in given in the paper. 

 The students identify the kind of part of speech using in the words 

before and after adding some affixations. 

4.Evaluating 

               The students identify affixations used in the words, classify their part of 

speech, and write down the meaning of the words. 
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The Treatment – 4
nd

 Meeting 

 

1. Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 80 minutes 

2. Instructional Object 

The students will understand the affixations in sentence context in 

Indonesian language. 

3. Teaching Procedure 

a. Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher gives the students some examples of Indonesian 

language sentence containing the affixations. 

 The researcher explains the name of parts of speech used and 

sentence and also their function. 

b. Students’ Activity 

 The students identify the affixations adding in the words in sentence 

and identify the parts of speech also their function. 

4. Evaluating 

The students’ answer will be evaluated by content rubric. 
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The Treatment – 5
nd

 Meeting 

 

1.Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 80 minutes 

2.Instructional Object 

The students will understand about the affixation in sentence contexts 

used in English. 

3.Teaching Procedure 

       a.Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher gives the students some example of English sentences 

that some words of the sentence contains of affixations. 

 The researcher explains the name of affixation putting in the words 

and also their function. 

 The researcher teaches the students how to pronounce the words and 

tell them the meaning of the words. 

       b.Students’ Activity 

 The students are asked to write the words contain affixation and 

memorizing them. 

 The students identify the parts of speech of affixation used. 

4.Evaluating 

          The students’ answer will be evaluated by content rubric. 
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The Treatment – 6
nd

 Meeting 

 

1.Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Writing 

Class : VIII 

Time allocation : 80 minutes 

2.Instructional Object 

The students are given the answer sheet and asked to fill the 

appropriate words in the blank. 

3.Teaching Procedure 

        a.   Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher explains how to fill in the blank of the answer sheet. 

 The researcher gives the students another example of sentence and 

show to the students the answer. 

 The researcher explains the appropriate words using in the sentence. 

         b. Students’ Activity 

 The students are asked to do their answer sheet. 

4.Evaluating 

           The students’ answer will be evaluated by content rubric 
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The Post-Test 

 

1. Identity  

School : MTsN Pangkep 

Subject : English 

Skill : Vocabulary 

Class : VIII G 

Time allocation : 45 minutes 

2. Instructional Object 

The students will be able to fill the appropriate words in sentence 

context. 

3. Teaching Procedure 

c. Teaching Presentation 

 The researcher gives the students the test sheet. 

 The researcher gives explanation about the test, the rules of the test 

and how to do the test. 

 The researcher asks the students to do their test. 

d. Students’ Activity 

 The students do their test individually based on the researcher’s 

instruction. 

 The students answer test and given time an hour and half. 

4. Evaluating 

The students’ answer will be evaluated by word choice rubric and 

content rubric. 
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